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A formula is proved for the expectation of the (d - l)-dimensional measure of the intersection 
of a Gaussian stationary random field with a fixed level U. 
Let 0 be open and 
relative to 0 [6] by 
II 
I7,(.A) is finite (resp. infinite). 
Here (Ck (0))d denotes the C”-functions with compact support from 0 to R “, 
11 the Euclidean norm and dt the Lebesgue measure in Rd. 
We shall say that the perimeter of A relative to 0 is finite (resp. infinite) if 
n,(A) = sup 
1 
A a Bore1 set in R”. We shall denote the perimeter of A 
J div(u) dt: LI E CC? (OII”, Ilu(t)ll~ 1 (1) A 
If the boundary 8A of A is regular encugh as to apply Green’s formula, we have 
J div(n) dt = J (u, r?) dude1 (2) A dA 
where ( 3, - ) denotes the usual scalar product in R “, n the outer normal to :?A and 
gLf _1 the (d - 1)-dimensional area of the surface JA. 
It is clear from (1) and (2) that for regular 8A one has that 
UO(A) =ud- ,(aA n 0). 
The following lemma is not difficult to prove (see [6], for cxamp1e.l and is useful 
to compute perimeters. 
Lemma 1. (i) Let {g,,} be a uniformly bounded sequence of real’ measurable functiorls 
that converges almost everywhere ( with respect to Lebe,sgrJe measure ) to the irldicator 
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+ functiorl XA of the set A. Then 
UO(A ) s iim inf Ilgrad g,,(t)jj dr. (3) 
n 
(ii) For every E > 0, let PE : R d + R be a C” even convolution kernel with support 
contained in (t: jjtII<e} (that is PF(t)zO, IRciPF(t) dt = l), and for every function 
f~ L;AR% put 
f,(t)=(r/l,*f)(tj= ‘kU-s)f(sj ds. (4) 
Then, if 0 < E < S, one has 
where 0 6 = {I: dist(r, 6’) > 6) (dist(r, 0’) is the Euclidem distance from t to the 
complement of rhe closure of the set 0). 
Consider now a d-dimensional parameter Gaussian, separable and centered 
process (X(r): t E R”} with covariance function 
/‘ I) = EcX(O)X(t)), 
normalized by f (0) = 1. We shall suppose that the process has continuous r&z- 
ations. 
We are interested in the random crossing set 
C,, =(t:r~R~,X(t)=u} 
of the process with the level U, and, more precisely, in the set C,, n T, where 
T = 10, 1)“. 
[The choice of this subset of the parameter set to look at the process is unimportant 
for what follows.) 
The continuity of the reaiizations plus the fact that, with probability one, the 
process does not have local extrema on the level u (this has been proved for n = 1 
by Ylvisaker [S]; his proof can be extended to the case d 2 2 with minor changes), 
imply that, with probability one, 
CI, = aA, = aB,, (6) 
where A,, and B,, are the random open (with probability one) sets, 
A, =(c r~R”,X(s)<u}, B,, ={t: r~R”,X(t)x~}. 
For reguiar processes the expectation of cd. ,(C,, n T) has been computed by 
Renzaquen and Cabaiia 145 for processes with r six times differentiable and by the 
present author when the realizations are two times continuously differentiable [7]. 
The proofs depend heavily on the local properties of the realizations of regular 
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Gaussian fields (Belyaiev [3] and Adler and Hasofer [l], [2] for the first proof, and 
also on the Landau-Shepp inequality for the second). 
The theorem below extends the formula to the general case, looking at C,, as 
the boundary of A, (see (5)), and computing the expectation of &(A,), the 
perimeter of A,, relative to 7’. Additionally the proof becomes simpler than the 
former ones in the cases mentioned above. 
For d = 1 the formula in Theorem 1 has been well known in its full generality 
since some time ago (see [S]); in thiscase it is easy to prove that .L?,(A,) = # (Cu n T) 
whether it is finite or infinite. 
Let us still introduce some standard notation before the statement of the theorem. 
Let pr be the spectral (probability) measure of the process {X(r): c E Rd!, that is, 
c 
l-(r) = J exp{i(t,s)}dpr(.s), PER”, R” 
and put 
(U may be finite or infinitej. 
r is twice differentiable at the origin if and only if v is finite and in this case the 
second partial derivatives of f are continuous functions and we have that 
(7) 
(s” denotes the transposed of the column vector s and tj the ith coordinate of t). 
Put also 
Theorem 1. (i) If ~1 < 00 arid R is non-singular, then 
E(n=(A.)j = 4 (~4 )E&ll) (8) 
brhere d(u) = (27~)~ “2 exp{ --iu ‘} is the standard (0, 1) rtortnal density futtcrion and 
[ is a centered d-dimensional Gaussian uector, var(o = R. 
(ii) If’t~ = ~0~ we haue that 
WI,CA,, ii = t co. 
[Note: The additivity of the left-hand side of (8) as a function of T implies that 
if we substitute T = (0, l)d by another open set, we must simply multiply on the 
right-hand side by its Lebesgue measure to obtain the expectation of Ur(A,,).) 
Proof. We first prove (i). 
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Denote by It,, the indicator function of the open half line (-co, u) of the real 
numbers. Clearly 
Xn,,U) = hum(f)). 
Let {fm} be an increasing sequence of nonincreasing C”-functions defined on the 
real line, such that 
jl forx<u-l/m, 
fm’x)= 10 forx 3u. 
It is obvious that f,,, + h,, when m + CO, and that with the notation of (4), with 
probability one, 
for almost every r when m + 00 and p + 0, since C,, has 
with probability one. Hence, according to Lemma l(i), 
stationarity of the process we have that 
E(/lT(A,, 1) 5: lim inf E 
II 
Tllgradf,,(X,,(r))ll df} 
= lim inf E{llgrad fi,CX,,CO))ll}, 
zero Lebesgue-measure 
Fatou’s lemma and the 
(9) 
W/b-ad f,,, N,dWll) = E{lfk, CX,cO))l I/grad X,!O)ll}. (10) 
Since X,,{(t) and grad X,,(O) are independent-due to the fact that the first ditferen- 
aial of the covariance function, if it exists, must be zero at the origin-the right-hand 
member of ( 10) equals 
E(lf:,l(X,,(0))l)E{l(grad X,(O#+ 1 IfL,i-x)l~~~) d,~E(lI51)) forp + 0 (11) 
R 
where L_ is as in the statement of the theorem. 
On the other hand, Ifk(x)Idx converges weakly to the unit atom at x = L( as 
w -* Z, so that (9) together with (11) implies that 
For the converse inequality, fix S > 0 and choose 0 < P < 6. Using I.emma ICii) 
and the stationarity of the process, we get 
E,Z17.(Arc 1) 2, E { [ 
7’. 
!lgrad( xA,. 1, !r)ll dff 
= ( 1 - 28 )“E{(/grad( xn,. ), (O)l(}. (13) 
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Take again {jh} as before. Then, applying dominated convergence, we have that 
gradhA,, L- (0) = - J R “ grad ‘Y,bh,(.rC(~)) ds 
=-- lim 
I m+oJR” 
grad % (s )fnl CX, (S )I ds 
and 
= lim E +W)gradfdXJs)) ds 
m-+ao III p+o 
P~-(s)f~,(X,b~) gradX, s) ds . (14) 
On account of the fact that fl, has constant sign, the expectation in the right-hand 
side of (14) can be bounded from below by 
-E l~,(.s)~f~,,(X,is))~l~gradX,(s)-gradX,(0)~~d,~ . 
I 
(15) 
The first term in ( 15) is 
J ~KE{lfk,(Xl,(s ))I [[grad X,(O)ll} ds, R ” 
which tends to 
J PF,is) ds R‘, J * lf:n(.dl Il~hCx.. Y) dx dy R’I’ I 116) 
asp -+ 0, where P.~(x, y) is the (normal) density function of the pair (X(S), grad X(O)!. 
Letting first m +a3 in (16) and E + 0 afterwards, repeated application of Fatou’s 
lemma implies that the lim inf of the first term in (15) is greater than or equal to 
J R,, 11~ 11 PO(U, Y 1 dy = d (u ,E(ll[ll), 
using again the fact that X(0) and grad X(O) are independent. 
Let us now look at the second term in (15). It is obviously bounded by z 
i E{ JR,, p,(s)l~:,(x,~s))I i;&:~-+i ds}. 
1-l I I 
(17) 
(18) 
152 
The jth term in 
r 
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this sum is equal to 
P 
J V’F (s) ds I Ifk(x)jlzIPj,c.p(r, 2) dX dz Rd R2 
where pjss,,, is the normal, centered density function 
Here r, is the covariance function of the regularized process (X,,(t): I E R d}. One 
(19) 
with covariance matrix 
can easily veriiy that it has spectral measure 
P,,(t) exp{i(s, t)} dt ’ dpI,(s). 
The following lemma, which can be proved by direct computation is useful to 
bound the expression in ( 19). 
Lemma 2. Letplx, y I be a centered two-dimensional Gaussian density, corresponding 
to the cocariaflce matrix 
( fill VI2 (J-12 u22 
and assume that : xl rrl I 5 1. Then we have that 
r IY~P(x, y 1 dy s ka::‘Ixj exp{ -L,~*} 
where k and L are positice constants, independent of the gii’s. 
Proof of Theorem 1 (continued). Since r,(O) is near 1 when p is small enough, 
the lemma can be applied to obtain the following bound of (19): 
wfhich fends to zero if p + 10, m --, CC and F + 0 in that order, since ~3’P//ar’ is a 
continuo;ls function of s. 
Summing up, this implies that E(I;IT(A,,)) s~#~(u)E(ll[ll) and hence, fimshes part 
lib of the proof of the theorem. 
l-et us now turn to part (ii). We may suppose with no loss of generality that 
J t; d/l,.(f) = x. ft.8 (20) 
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We use again Lemma l(ii), so that 
(21) 
for 0 <E <S < $, but now we shall choose the kernel PC of the form, 
K(t) = g10&2(t2, * * - , cf) 
where gr and g2 are 
support contained in 
tively, and such that 
nonnegative C”-functions defined on R1 and Rd-‘, with 
{Ifll<ct} and {(ti+ - - - +rij”2<E2}, E: +e: <c2, respec- 
IR’RIdf,=jR.‘~~dh...drir=l. 
Then, 
= I ?- ‘PF(s -t)h,(X(t)) dr R” atI 
= g’l(s,-tl)dtl 
I R” , g2b2--t2,. . . q sd -td)h,,(X(t)) dtz * ’ . dY’d. 
(22) 
As a consequence of the fact that C, has zero Lebesgue measure with probability 
one, the set 
M = ((s2, . . . , Sd):~,({tl:(tl,S2r...,Sd!EC,})>O} 
has zero &,-l-measure. 
Take (s2,. . . , sd) not belonging to M. Excepting the null measure set of t,'s such 
that (t,, s2, . . . , Sd)EC,,, one has that 
, g2(SZ--f?r. .., s‘i_td)k,,(X(tl,f2,...,td)j dt2. S m &-+ 
+ h,(X(t,, s2, . . . , S‘i)) for F2-a 0, 
since h&(X(tl, s2, - . - , sd)) is a continuous function cf s2,. . . , sd when 
(11, *s2, * * * , sd) e CU. As the inner integral in (22) is obviously uniformly bounr!ed by 
1, one may apply dominated convergence when ~2 + 0, thus obtaining 
lim -!- (xA,)~ (s) - 
p1-0 as, 
g; (sI - t,)h,(X(tl, ~2,. . . , .sd)) dl, (23) 
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for is 2,. f - * sd) & M and any ~1. So (23) ho!ds almost everywhere in Rd. From (21) 
we then get that 
r + J IJ R,g~(SI-?l)h,CY(f~,sl,..r,~d))dll’dS fOrF2+0 (24) Tf8 
on account of (23) and the bound 
which is finite for fixed E I> 0. 
The limit in (24) can be written as 
I A 
I, I 
I d l-8 
. . * dsz . ’ ’ dsd 
I ll 
Rlg; (sn -t,)h,,(X(t,,sz,. . . ,sd))dt~ dsl. 
R I5 
(25) 
For fixed (szt. . . , ,Q) & A4 introduce now the (one-dimensional) process 
Y(t, 1 = Xlr,, s2, . . . , .S,f) 
an4 put 
A:,” .*.‘=={I,: Y(r,)<uj. 
It is clear that Y is a stationary Gaussian process with covariance function 
fv(rlI = f it,, 0,. . . * O), 
so that. for any open non-empty interval J of the real numbers 
E(f7, (A ;,-‘d,) = -t- co 
because of (20) and the validity of the theorem for d = 1. 
On the other hand, 
(26) 
J hnil~l-f~)h,,(Y(r,))drl -*h,,(Y(s~)) forF,+O R’ 
for almost every s, E R I. 
Applying now Lemma l(i) it turns out that the lirrr inf when F I--* 0 of fhe inner 
integral in (25) is not smaller than 
Taking expectations one gets 
according to (26). 
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